
Student exchange is an important milestone in a student’s life. 
Leaving your home and school and going to another overseas 
country and staying with a family you have never met must be 
difficult, but rewarding. Fountain College became a sister school 
to Seiko Gakuen Primary School in Tokushima Japan. It has been 
nearly a year since we were first in contact with the school and 
we have had long discussions about what we could do together. 
First we decided to host Japanese students here and after we 
welcome them, visit them in Japan later on. 

Between 29th July and 2nd August 6 boys and 4 girls from
Seiko Gakuen Primary school visited Fountain College,
accompanied by 2 of their teachers. During thistime they
stayed at host families from Fountain College. The Japanese
guest students presented Japanese culture and shared a
cultural exchange with the host families. They enjoyed
their time here and have returned back home with plen-
ty of gifts and happy memories. Friendships beyond
borders have been formed and both guest students and
host families were sad as they left for their country.  The
students’ parents were delighted with how welcome
our students were made to feel and their thoughts
are recorded later in this newsletter.

For many guest students, this was not their first exchange
program. Some of them have already had two overseas
exchange experiences. The benefits of such programs are
building cultural competency and intercultural understanding.
Intercultural understanding is a general capability of the

Australian curriculum. We have also hosted Indonesian students 
in the last two years. We are lucky to live in a country where
multiculturalism is accepted as a strength. 

We would also like to thank all host families and extend the
invitation of Seiko Gakuen Primary school to our parents. If 
you would be interested in sending your child as an exchange
student to Japan, as part of an international school trip, please 
fill in the expression of interest form that will be sent home with 
your child. There is a significant difference between visiting a 
country as a tourist and visiting as an exchange student. The
immersion factor is what makes an exchange program more
effective than a tour.   

Mr Alper Ciftci
Director of Curriculum
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FROM ADMINISTRATION KINDY
At this time of year there are still many students who become 
unwell with colds/flu.  If your child is unwell, please keep them 
home to allow them time to rest and recover and to stop the 
spread of infection to other students.  Please let the office know, 
through text, email or phone call, if your child will not be at 
school.

A reminder that Parents are not permitted to drive into the staff 
car park at any time. Please use the car park on Galena way or 
remain outside the front gates on Karri Way during pick up and 
drop off times.   Parents may now wait for their children in the 
bus pick up area on Karri Way.  Please also note that there will be 
no early dismissal of students after 3 pm. 

We trust that you will take the appropriate measures to ensure 
your child’s safety at all times and that you understand why 
we have to put safety measures in place. We hope all parents/
guardians can work closely with the college in this matter. We 
thank you for your cooperation.  

Term Three has not only been very busy, but also very exciting.
This year’s Book Week was very special for the Kindy’s. As
the theme was ‘Reading is my Super Power’, the students
made their own super hero masks and capes. The children
had their own Book Week Parade, everyone dressed up and
went to such a great effort. A big thank you goes out to the
parents for embracing this important occasion and taking
the time to dress the children up for the day. We were lucky to
have the year 6’s come to visit us on the final day of Book
Week. They read stories to the Kindergaten class which
was greatly appreciated.

This term, we welcomed our new class pets, they are two
beautiful goldfish. We took a class vote and decided to
name them-Rosie and Jeff, we are learning how to care for
them. The children take turns to feed them and very soon we 
will learn how to clean the fish tank.

As a part of Science we have been learning about procedures. 
We learnt how to make tacos, we followed a recipe and then 
wrote up the recipe. It was fun to make tacos, but it was even 
more fun eating them. 

Though the term has been jam packed full of content, we have 
really enjoyed all of our learning.

A few housekeeping issues:

•Please do not pack any nut products in your child’s lunchbox. 
There are members of our class that have a nut allergy and
contact with these products can be life threatening. Please
note-this includes Nutella.

•Children must bring a water bottle every day as we do not have 
drinking fountains at the Offsite Campus.

Mrs Carina Rychlak
Kindergarten Teacher
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Phone:       (08) 9458 3555

Email:       admin@fountain.wa.edu.au

Website:   www.fountain.wa.edu.au

Contact Us Events Calender
Mon 14 Oct Term 4 begins

Sat 16 Nov STEMFest

Fri 6 Dec Primary End of Year
Ceremony & Year 5 Graduation

Mon 9 Dec Year 1-5 swimming begins

Tues 10 Dec Year 6-10 exams begin

Tues 10 Dec Graduation Night
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PRE-PRIMARY
Term 3 has been so busy. We have planted some basil seeds 
and are eagerly waiting on them to sprout. We have also been
learning about our local community and have even visited the 
local supermarket to talk about healthy eating and where food 
comes from. We are very excited for the end of term as it will 
be our performance at the Parent Assembly. We are practicing 
hard, we hope all parents will join us!

In Mathematics we have been learning to compare items by 
their lengths. We collected and ordered items from biggest to
smallest or longest to shortest. We also measured our arms, 
legs and heads using blocks. We particularly liked measuring the 
length of our entire bodies using red stickers which we decorated 
as lady bugs. We were surprised to learn that some of us were 
as tall as 45 ladybugs. We are now moving onto the concept of 
pattern and are enjoying making simple patterns using blocks, 
toys, paint and drawing.  We are working towards finishing more 
complex patterns and learning to identify correct patterns and 
incorrect patterns. 

We have been continuing to work hard, practicing our letter
sounds and blending our sounds to read words. We are so
excited now that we can use our learned sounds to make a
multitude of words to read and write. Our home reading books 
are now going home and we will continue to practice our
reading and remembering our tricky words. 

Miss Michelle Urquhart 
Pre-Primary Teacher

YEAR 1
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This term we have been working hard in class to improve
writing by using Talk for Writing.  Talk for Writing is a
curriculum programme for raising standards of writing. It
makes extensive use of classroom talk to help children 
become familiar with a range of text genres. For each
genre, this familiarisation is extended through ‘talking the 
text’, shared and guided teaching and pupils’ independent
writing of the same type of text. This term was the first 
time the Year 1 class tried Talk for Writing.  The mod-
el text we used was Little Red Riding Hood.  As a class we
developed our story map for Little Red Riding Hood by
drawing pictures to help familiarise ourselves with the text.  
From this students were able to orally learn the text.  The class 
were confident in reciting the whole story with the actions we 
had practiced. 

Our learning goal was to improve our writing by using
carefully chosen adjectives to describe the setting
and characters.  We discussed and looked at using the
pattern of three, where three adjectives must be used to
describe something or someone.  Take a look at some of
the patterns of three we created as a class!

The Arts: Drama in Term 3

As part of The Arts this term the Year 1 class did Drama. Students 
worked on acting out Little Red Riding Hood to present to the 
rest of the Primary School at assembly.  We focused on projecting
our voices and how to entertain our audience. They were
awesome!

Book Week

In Week 5 of this term we celebrated Book Week and what
a busy but fun week we all had.  Throughout the week,
teachers took time out to read to the students.  Many books 
were read, and the Year 1 and 2 classes enjoyed listening
to the many stories read.  On the last Friday of Book Week, 
our students were asked to dress up as a character from a 
book they had read.  Congratulations to Hassan for winning
the best dressed.  Here are some photos of our class dressed up.  
Can you guess what character they are?

Our theme for Book Week was ‘Reading is my Super Power’. 
As part of the literacy program in the Year 1 class, the students 
had to design a Super Hero mask showing how reading was
their Super Power.  Many students used their creative minds 
to make amazing masks.  Check out the winning creation
designed by Larin.

Miss Cecily Stainton
Year 1 Teacher
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We have been very busy over the last few weeks. We had an 
incursion with Commonwealth Bank where we learned about 
money, how to save, budget and make smart spending choices.
In week 5 we had Book Week, which was an excellent week 
of learning and fun. We bought books from the fair, designed
superhero masks, dressed up as our favourite book characters,
read a different story everyday with the other year 1 class
and learnt about ‘reading being our superpower’. Rayhaan
won the dress up competition when he dressed up as Sim-
ba from the Lion King, and Manaal won the mask design
competition with her realistic Koala mask promoting reading 
Australian books.

In Science we were learning about the opposing forces of push 
and pull. We learnt that push and pull forces make objects start 
or stop moving and that we use these forces every day. More 
recently we have been learning about sound and light. We have 
explored how they travel and where they can be found in the 
world around us. 

In Technology we have been learning about the costs of
production. We started by learning about plant and animal 
needs, labour costs, transportation costs, factory and packaging 
costs as well as making a profit. As a class we did some cooking 
and followed a procedure to make a healthy food ball. We then 
reflected upon the different expenses involved to produce each 
of the ingredients. Now we understand why things sometimes 
seem expensive at the shops. 

Mrs Rebecca Lucas
Year 1/2 Teacher

Wow, what a term it has been. The Year 3’s have been very busy 
in and out of the classroom. Firstly, we had book week in week 5 
and the Year 3’s dressed up as their super power (reading is my 
super power) and we had a parade to judge the best dressed. 
In the classroom, the students completed special activities
focusing on reading as their super power, they finished a book 
review, a super hero profile and created beautiful art work
celebrating their super power. You can see how much effort they 
put into their art work with the photo of the masks from book 
week.

We also had a special visit from the Commonwealth Bank to help 
students to learn how to save and appropriately spend. They had 
Coach Cash as their personal money trainer. Through a range of 
activities, students were inspired to become ‘cashletes’, who
develop their money muscles through making savvy spending 
decisions. 

In Writing, we have been focusing on information texts and 
how to correctly write an information report. We have been
identifying key devices that are used in information reports such 
as generalisers, general connectives, comparative language, 
technical vocabulary and facts. 

In Mathematics, students have been learning about different
strategies to use when subtracting three-digit numbers.
Students have also been learning about 2D shapes, in particular
rectangles, rhombuses and parallelograms. We will now be 
looking at symmetry and solving problems with four-digit
numbers. Keep up the great work, Year 3’s. 

Miss Emma Clauson
Year 3 Teacher
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The Year 4s have been really busy this term learning about a
variety of different topics. In inquiry we have been looking at 
eating healthy and the types of foods we should be eating as 
snacks and the food production process, from growing the 
food to its arrival on our dinner table.  We have also looked at
hygiene, and why it is important when we are eating and
preparing food to help prevent sickness. To practise our skills, we 
planned and made fruit Kebabs. It was a great success! Everyone 
really enjoyed making and eating their fruit kebabs. 

To start off our new writing topic we all had a relaxing 15
minutes listening to some meditation music. This activity started 
us off on our journey to develop our knowledge of setting when 
writing narratives. We had a big discussion about the sounds we 
heard we talked about where we might have been. 

In sport we have been working tirelessly on our athletics 
skills. Over the past few weeks we have looked at the proper
formation of running, how to throw a shot-put, discus and turbo 
javelin. Each student has been working on their technique and 
refining their skills to the best of their ability for the athletics 
carnival.

To continue the process with our food knowledge, each Year 
4 student designed a ‘Funky Food Creature’ to help us display 
our message about healthy eating. Each student had to sketch a
design to fit the message they wanted to portray to the wider 
audience, then they created their monster out of playdough. We 
all had a great time creating these monsters.

Miss Alisha Overton
Year 4 Teacher

Year 5 have had a busy and productive Term 3. In Digital
Technology students have created a simulation mining town to 
reflect the history of the gold rush. In HaSS, they are applying 
their understanding of the Eureka Stockade rebellion to create
a comic. In English, students have been producing informative
texts and have had some great results. In Science, they have 
expanded their understanding of light, how rainbows are
produced, and why we see colour. In Design Technology, the class 
have created some interesting presents from recycled products 
and recently designed a rock gift.

It has been fantastic to see our Year 5 certificate winners for 
Mathletics, Reading Eggs, and Spellodrome each week during
assembly. All Year 5 students should do these weekly activities
as well as reading for 30 minutes a day and completing
homework book tasks. As the summer is upon us, please can 
you remind your child to bring a water bottle to school so they 
remain hydrated and focused. Enjoy the remainder of Term 3. 

Mrs Sasha Janes
Year 5 Teacher
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On the 22nd of August the Pre-Primary class travelled to
Woolworths Riverton by bus. The purpose of our visit was to 
learn more about where food comes from and how fruits and 
vegetables are good for our bodies.

When we arrived at Woolworths we were met by Amit, he
greeted us and supplied us all with hats that looked like apples 
and carrots. He played a game with us, fruits and vegetables 
were hidden inside paper bags and we had to guess what was
inside using our senses of touch and smell, we weren’t allowed 
to look inside! Then we played another game where we arranged 
fruits and vegetables into all the colours of the rainbow. 

Next, Amit lead us through the back doors of the supermarket 
and brought us into the cool room. Here we saw how fruits and 
vegetables were stored. It was quite cold in there! Then we were 
led through the cages of different products like toothpaste which 
were waiting to go on the shelves. Amit also showed us how they 
recycle the rubbish that comes into the store and we got to see 
the cardboard compactor in action. 

After, Amit showed us into the freezer. We saw ice cream stored 
in there! It was so, so cold that we could only stay inside for 
about a minute before we came out. Finally, Amit brought us to 
stand by the chicken warmer so we could defrost.

We had an absolutely fantastic time!

Miss Michelle Urquhart 
Pre-Primary Teacher

YEAR 5PRE-PRIMARY EXCURSION TO WOOLWORTHS JAPANESE CULTURAL EXCHANGE
The students who visited us at Fountain College enjoyed their 
time with Fountain College and their parents were grateful to 
the host families who took such good care of them.  Here are 
some of their emails.

“Thank you so much for during Seiko Perth trip.  We had lots of fun 
and it was possible to spend very meaningful time.  All students
said they had a lot of fun with Fountain College activities and 
homestay, so I had a really fulfilling time. Their parents were 
very glad, too.  Every staff and the host family were very kind to 
us.  We are really thankful to you.”
Etsuyo Watanabe
Michiyo Yamasaki

“Haruki returned home safely today and went to bed earlier.  
Thank you very much for your kindness as a host family of Haruki. 
Haruki seems to have enjoyed homestay in Australia the most.”

“I can’t thank you enough for the great time she had there. She 
told me that she really enjoyed spending homestay and school 
life with you all. She had great time with you all and made a lot 
of wonderful memories. I’m really happy to hear that from her. It 
must have been great experience for her. She is looking forward 
to seeing you all again in the future and I hope so, too. She will 
never forget the memories and you all.  Nozomi really love your 
family.  If your daughter wants to come to Seiko-gakuen, Nozomi 
and I want to be her host family.”

“Thank you for hosting me.  I had a good time with you.  And I 
made many good memories. Thank you for the souvenir too.  I 
told many things to my family.  I’m very happy.  And my family is 
happy  too.  When you come to Japan, let me guide you through 
various places!”

“Thank you very much for heartwarming hospitality. Aki was back 
to home now with lots of amazing memory and lovely presents.
That was his first time to sleep over alone, but he excitingly told 
me he had a really fun time with you all.”



Illustration club is a place where students can get together and
sketch, improving their illustrations skills with advice from
friends. The students are developing their skills with different
materials, using first pencils then learning different pen techniques.
This semester we are experimenting with watercolors and inks. 
We have learnt how to blend colours and create gradients.
Students are learning how to add and build colours in landscapes
and character designs. We will be looking into how to paint 
different colour schemes and learning how colour theory
can change the message of an illustration. Some students
will be working towards creating sketches based on the 
Inktober internet challenge while others will be creating
concept art for their own personal stories and games.

Miss Mikaela McGinnity

Illustration Club Photography Club
This term in photography club, the students are starting to
develop their photo editing skills on Photoshop. The students 
initially learned to make basic edits on photos they had taken 
that were too dark, too blurry or not framed properly. They are 
now starting to make more artistic edits such as making black 
and white photos with pops of selective colour. Students are
developing their understanding of how layers and layer modes 
interact to create different and creative results. The students are 
now working on a photo collage using photos they have taken
around the school and arranging them in an artistic fashion
using Photoshop.

Miss Pam Tee

Little Engineers

Cooking Club
Many people walking past ask 
about the tantalising aromas 
coming from the Art room – 
they are all due to cooking 
club.  This semester in cook-
ing club we have another
enthusiastic group of young 
cooks ready to prepare
delicious food each week.  With 
so many students we make two 
tasty treats each week; one 
sweet and one savoury.  The 
students have cooked many 
delicacies including choc chip 
biscuits, pizza scrolls, pancakes 
and fresh salad wraps. 

Mrs Kathryn Inglis
Miss Alisha Overton
Mr Leonard Goulds

Little Engineer students used Bee-Bots first 5 weeks of the 
school. It was a great opportunity for the students to learn to-
gether, interact and communicate with one other. Furthermore, 
it provided students a range of learning opportunities across the 
curriculum. In the first week they drew circles by using Bee-Bots.  
The next week as a group of two, they made a circuit by using 
Lego. They tried to give correct directions to the Bee-Bots to fin-
ish a full circle. When the Bee-Bots were hitting the Lego they 
had to find another way. They either needed to change the route 
or give different directions.  Another advantage of Bee-Bots is 
that it improves students critical thinking. 

Now, Little Éngineer students are completing Course A from 
Code.org. They are learning the basics of computer science and 
internet safety. At the end of this course, they will be able to cre-
ate their own game or story.

Mrs Busra Ozcelik
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Our students in gymnastics club have been enjoying their time 
learning how to use ribbon sticks. They are learning how to
choreograph different movements to music. Our ribbons are a 
useful way to watch how different movements cause different 
patterns in your ribbon. We are also learning how to roll and our 
body and build our balance using handstands and beams. We 
look forward to building more skills and encourage anyone to 
join.

Miss Meg McKinnon

The objective of Basic Computer Applications Club is to equip 
members with computer skills essential in school. The first four 
weeks of the term were devoted to working with Excel spread-
sheets in areas such as using formulae for calculations, analysing
data and plotting charts. This was followed by working with
PowerPoint where techniques in graphics, animation and
transition were investigated in preparing visually appealing and 
engaging presentations. Presently, the club members are using
Word to explore innovative ways to produce professional
looking documents.

Mr Ramesh

We have been very excited to offer music club as an option this 
semester. In the first few weeks of clubs the students spent their 
time trying out a few of their options and developing a plan for 
what they wanted to learn in the club. The students decided on 
a mixture of learning to play the recorder, guitar and singing.

The students have been learning the lyrics to a few Disney and 
movie soundtrack songs, practising each week. The students are 
also working to come up with some actions to accompany the 
songs. Some students have been working hard to learn to play 
a few notes on the recorder. It is difficult to cover all the holes 
to play a gentle sounding note and is requiring a lot of practice. 
Some of these students are also learning to read music a little at 
a time. Other students are experimenting with playing the guitar 
and learning a few chords or are keen to try the xylophone.

Miss Michelle Urquhart
Mrs Rebecca Lucas

This term we have begun to work on our skills for basketball.  
As each week progresses, the skills of the students improve.  
Every Wednesday the students challenge themselves and each 
other to see if they can complete the basketball shuttle within a
minute.  They also play the Bulldog Drill. This drill helps players
develop dribbling skills while running at high speed, such as on 
a fast break.  They enjoy these challenges as part of their warm 
up.  They continue to warm up their hands, arms and legs by
completing other basic ball drills such as 3-man weave and knock 
out to improve their hand eye coordination.  They play games 
such as Golden Child; where they are challenged in groups to 
run around the 3-point line while the other group shoot a goal 
to get them out.  The most enjoyable part of the session is when 
they play against each other.  The development of their skills and 
the improvement they have all shown is evident as they play to 
win.  Many are analysing how they will get down the court and 
where they will pass the ball and even how they will dribble past 
the opposition players!  We may have some future Australian
Boomers players!

Miss Cecily Stainton
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Each Wednesday students come along and enjoy improving
their table tennis skills, while having fun.  Table tennis is a
great sport and offers many benefits to those who play.  It
improves your mental alertness and your reflexes.  Studies 
have even shown that playing table tennis activates several
different areas of the brain and is said to be one of the best games 
for your brain.  It burns calories as you are constantly moving.  It 
is also a safe sport and there are very few injuries from playing
table tennis.  Another benefit of playing table tennis is its
ability to sharpen your hand-eye coordination. There
are many advantages of playing table tennis. Why
don’t you come along and join us?

Mr Huseyin Aldemir

The Year 10 students are participating in an international
education program called NXplorers. This program is funded
and designed by employers of the large fuel company Shell,
and is run by Scitech. The program is aimed to introduce
techniques and skills in project management that large
companies such as Shell incorporate in their own workplace.
It tries to engage students in the engineering design process
that produced a measurable outcome focused on improving
sustainability in schools.

Current ideas that are undergoing proposal work include
introducing a second set of bins purely for plastics to be part of
a large recycling program and reducing the use of plastic
wrapping in the canteen. Part of the students’ project
is to write a proposal to the Principal, as well as creating a
materials list which needs to be submitted to the Scitech
representatives.  

We are excited to see this joint Science and HaSS project result 
in something positive for both the students and the community 
to be proud of.

Miss Pam Tee

This term Years 1-6 were fortunate to attend the Smart Start 
incursion.  Start Smart is an award-winning financial education 
program offered to school aged students across Australia to 
help them prepare for their future. The interactive, educational
workshops are designed to motivate and inspire students and 
give them the confidence and skills to make smart decisions 
about money. 

With a different program for each year level, students learnt 
about topics ranging from recognising money, counting money, 
saving money, setting saving goals and the difference between 
their needs and wants.

This program was very entertaining and informative and helped 
students work towards improving their financial literacy.

Mrs Kathryn Inglis
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To celebrate Science and Numeracy week, Middle School
ran a faction Science and Maths quiz, with questions from their
Science and Maths teachers.  Students worked in their
faction teams to try and answer as many of the questions as
they could.  It was a very close competition with only 8
points separating the four factions but the winner on the
day was Gilchrist with a total of 63 points.  Well done
everyone for your great efforts.

Mrs Kathryn Inglis

Book Week is a week-long event that is an annual celebration 
of books  written for children and young adults, in the hope to 
inspire a love of reading. In Australia, Book Week  first began in 
1945, and is still successfully continuing today.

Book Week 2019 was based around the theme ‘Reading is
my Super Power’.  Throughout the entire week, the school’s
Library/Multipurpose Room was open to any student
allowing them the option to purchase items. There was a
wide range of bestselling books for primary and middle
school students, posters, stationery, DIY kits and much more. 
This stall allowed many students to try out new crafts as well
as read new books in the hope of them maintaining reading
as a lifelong habit.

On the last day of the event, which was on Friday, students
were given the choice of coming to school representing a
character from a book. We came across many costumes
that were amazing, such as Mary Poppins, Albus
Dumbledore, Pink Panther, the three Minions and so
many more. Some of our teachers even decided to come as 
characters from the British Series of Children’s Puzzle Books, 
Where’s Wally? There were a few students from middle
school who blended in with their idea. After the parade,
Primary Students watched their teachers act out the story 
Bush Babies and Middle School students took part in different
workshops.  Students were able to choose from writing,
drama, illustration, magazine creation, book trailer creation
and digital story telling.  The Year 6 students visited Kindy
and each class showed the other their Talk4writing story
before reading together.

Book Week is a fantastic time to celebrate books and literacy and 
for students to come together with a love of reading.

Saliha Ciftci
Year 9 Student

With Year 11 and 12 students in the middle of their exams and 
Year 12 WACE exams quickly approaching, it is important to
remember to take care of yourself during this stressful time.  
Here are some tips to help.

1.  Snack Healthy While You Study
If you want to stay sharp while you study, stay away from junk 
food.  Instead, snack on studying-friendly foods like dark leafy 
greens, whole grains, peanut butter, milk and seafood.  Feeling 
sluggish?  Caffeine or energy drinks won’t help you in the long 
run.  Get your energy boost instead by eating a banana or an
apple.

2.  Narrow it Down
If you try to study every single thing your teacher’s ever said, 
you’ll go crazy. Instead, focus on the most important topics. If 
you’re not sure what those are, read the course outline (if there 
is one), or ask your classmates. Once you’ve nailed down the 
important stuff, if there’s still time left before the test, you can 
move onto the finer details.

3.  Take a Break
Your brain can only take so much hard work at one time. 
For every hour that you study, take about 15 minutes to do
something mindless, like taking a walk, listening to music or 
playing a computer game. (You can even take a 15-minute nap, if 
you’re confident you can wake yourself up at the end of it.) It’ll 
keep your stress level down and give your brain a chance to let 
all that information sink in.

4. Get it All Out
Your study materials, that is. Before you dig in, make sure you 
have all your books, notes, study guides and writing utensils in 
front of you. Don’t give yourself another excuse to get up and 
rummage around.

5.  Study Alone
Unless you’ve got a couple of friends who are super-serious 
about getting down to business, stay away from group study ses-
sions because they tend to get off-topic pretty quickly. Save the 
social time till after you’ve handed in your test.

http://teenadvice.about.com/od/schoolscolleges/tp/10-High-
School-Study-Tips-For- Students.htm

YEAR 55 EXAM TIPS
THAT MAY HELP YOU GET THROUGH EXAM TIME
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On the 5th of September Fountain College hosted its first Drama 
Night. Run by the drama club it was the first production of a full 
length play the school has presented and will be the beginning 
of an annual tradition.

The drama club has been working at lunchtimes and occasionally
on weekends and school holidays since Term 1 to present this 
performance. The play Snow White in Seven Styles was created
to further student understanding of different theatre styles. 
Each theatre style has different techniques, depending on how 
the creators wanted the audience to react. Some styles sought 
only to entertain, while others wanted to teach the audience. By 
participating the in play, students learnt about each style.

All students involved worked very hard to portray their
characters and entertain the audience. The final result was an 
engaging performance which delighted the audience. We are 
very proud of all the students involved. 

Cast List:

Jacob: The First Narrator - Noor Al-Ani
Wilhelm: Apprentice Narrator - Shams Masoud
Grimm: Apprentice Narrator - Sarrah Abo El Atta
Snow White - Imaan Gamildien
The Evil Queen - Alia Hourani
Magic Mirror - Raeyan Baba 
The King - Yaseen Masoud
The Dwarves:
Sumato - Nasteexo Ahmed
Subhavadiya - Sasha Zeedan
Heyecan - Yushra Solomon
Talidar - Mehmet Ali Sakariya
Cabsi - Shahd Al-Ani
Lan Duo - Layla Al-Anzi
Fudhuliya - Yasmine Islam 
Prince Sebastian - Mousab Musa 
Huntsman - Ekraam Ali
Clarissa (Snow White’s Maid)- Ayah Hourani
Bruce (The Queen’s Bodyguard)- Muaz Layic
Martha (The Palace Chef)- Ream Yaseri

Mrs. Rachel Manchanda
Mr. Leonard Goulds
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On Thursday 26th September, Fountain College held their an-
nual Athletics Day carnival at Ern Clark Athletics Centre.

Our students dressed up brilliantly in their faction colours. Some 
used face-paint, coloured socks and hairspray to show their al-
legiance. The event was well organised with a kick-start of 100m 
races between students within their year level. First place was 
fought for throughout the day between Worsfold and Sullivan 
each with over 1000 points. 

Students participated enthusiastically in 100 metres, 200 me-
tres, tug-of-war, javelin, shot put and many other activities in 
which they tried their best to amass points for their factions. 
The Year 12s held a sausage sizzle at lunch-time, ensuring stu-
dents had a good meal and refreshing drinks. The Year 12s were 
also defeated by the teachers in a game of tug-of-war, which had 
teachers against the Year 12 students.

The day ended with a competition of relays. Having the fastest 
runners from each year level compete for the honour of their 
factions. Sullivan came first in the boys’ and girls’ relays, Gilchrist 
second, Worsfold third and Rogers last for both.

After intense competitions, and long awaited excitement the 
winner of 2019 Athletics Carnival is Worsfold!  Congratulations 
to Worsfold team members and thank you for everyone who 
participated and organised in making this day a fun successful 
day for parents, teachers and students.

The final scores were:

Worsfold 1746
Sullivan 1649
Gilchrist 1434
Rogers 1280

We are also very pleased to announce the Champion Boy and 
Girl from each year level.  Congratulations to these students, 
and all students who participated.

Year 1:  Muhammad Essa  Babar and Reem Baz El Sater 

Year 2:  Sideeg Arosi and Aleesya Iskander 

Year 3:  Ali Yaseri and Anzal Yassin 

Year 4:  Musaa Abdirahman and Khadeeja Arosi 

Year 5: Abdulahi Abdirahman and Riham Aljarabaa 

Year 6:  Ahmad Ismail and Ana Luiza Carvalho Piexoto

Year 7:  Fahd Al-Ani and Ream Yaseri 

Year 8: Abdelrazzak Elhirbawy and Lara Al Khatib

Year 9:  Mousa Abo El Atta and Ayse Topcu

Year 10:  Yunus Layic and Alia Hourani 

Ayse Topcu and Leen Albalawi
Year 9 Students
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